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the onsens we visit are all designated by either a number or a letter. the numbers are based on the year the bath was built. the letters are based on where in japan they are located. at arima
onsen there are three bathtubs to choose from. the first is the “yokoshiba”, which is two large bathtubs and a wide shower made for groups of people. the second is the “kabuki”, which is a
small bathtub with a wide shower. finally, you can visit the “tachibana”, which is a larger bathtub with a narrow shower. they are all heated with a natural gas tank, and are always hot. there
are no natural springs at arima onsen. the most important thing to remember about onsens, is that they are not cheap. arima onsen is about 300,000 yen for a three-hour stay and the cost of
drinks is outrageous. if you go on a weekday the onsen is typically less busy, so you may be able to get a better rate. we recommend booking well in advance, or coming on a weekday, and/or
avoiding the crowds. there are many other great onsens in japan. we have seen onsens in kyoto, hokkaido, and okinawa as well. to see if the onsen you want to visit is open to the public, check
with a nearby tourist information center, or even ask fellow gaijinpot readers who have been there. there are plenty of options to make your hot spring sojourn memorable. either way, we think
you will be amazed. we hope you enjoy your trip. you can go for the hanazono-yu. this is a public onsen and a bit more crowded than the private bath type. do go for a changing room. it really

helps to get some clothes off in the changing room. after that, no one can see your "tattoo" in the onsen.
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buy a japanese yen card. the card is good at pretty much everything, including onsen visits, restaurants and souvenir shops, and you'll only need it once to make your first purchase at a
restaurant. that's because you can also use it to pay for things like admission to museums and galleries. you can even use it to pay for souvenirs, but you'll need a japanese card reader. the

yen card should be good for 3 years and is available in japan at . the other day, i was in a ryokan in niigata, japan and i asked the front desk if i could go to the onsen. they said i could but they
didnt want to lose my business. so they sent me to a changing room. they made me pay to change into my underpants. i spent a few days at the ryokan in nagoya, japan and the front desk

said i could go to the onsen. so i went. the front desk told me to change into my swimming trunks, and then they brought me to the onsen. then they told me i had to pay to shower, and then
they brought me back. i asked why i had to shower, and they said it was for my health. it was a spa. for several years, i would occasionally visit a ryokan in nagoya, japan. the ryokan was one

of the larger and better ones, and was known for its great onsen. but i had a problem. i knew i was supposed to get my tattoos removed before going to the onsen, but i didnt. i was afraid i
would be turned away. so i never went. then i discovered that they dont even look at your tattoos when you go. they just take your money, you go into the onsen, and you have to pay to

shower. i feel like i'm in a spa. 5ec8ef588b
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